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1. What is IT?
Information technology (IT), as defined by the Information Technology Association of
America (ITAA), is "the study, design, development, implementation, support or
management of computer-based information systems, particularly software applications and
computer hardware. IT deals with the use of electronic computers and computer software to
convert, store, protect, process, transmit, and securely retrieve information.

In a general sense, the term Information System (IS) refers to system of people, data records
and activities that process the data and information in an organization, and it includes the
organization's manual and automated processes. In a narrow sense, the term information
system (or computer-based information system) refers to the specific application software
that is used to store data records in a computer system and automates some of the
information-processing activities of the organization. The discipline of business process
modeling describes the business processes supported by information systems.

2. Why it is good to be in IT?
There are many benefits to a career in IT, some of them are:











guaranteed job for years to come (if not for ever)
good salary
elite profession
access to a lot of sensitive information
having control over the whole network
loads of specializations to choose from
transferable skills
measurable results
a great sense of achievement and satisfaction

3. What are the first steps?
Before you start your career, it makes sense to write down things that you are good at and
that you enjoy. They will determine whether you'll choose more technical or more
managerial career. If you like customer service, you might enjoy a helpdesk role, but if you
don't, a desktop support or server support might be more preferable.

Examples are:















love for customer service
managerial skills or ambitions
love for gadget
love for technology
keen on keeping up with the latest technology
creativity
people skills
communication skills
mathematical skills
selling and negotiation skills
able to work under pressure
organized
etc

4. How to know if IT career is for you?
Irrespectively of which path and specialization you choose, you need to have the following
traits (not all of them):










good communication skills (people understand what you say)
interest in technology and gadgets
mathematical skills (no need for a degree - just be ok with it)
good analytical skills - http://www.3smartcubes.com/pages/tests/analytical-skillstest/analytical-skills-test_instructions.asp
quick thinker
logical thinking skillshttp://www.stupidstuff.org/main/logic1.htm and http://www.nlpsuccesssystems.co
m/fun5.htm
keen on studying

If you don't have most of them, you'll be struggling.

5. Specializations.
You can choose various paths and specializations. Make a good choice at the start to save
yourself time. If you can't decide, don't worry. It's easy to switch and all that you have learnt
so far will be useful in another specialization as well - things overlap a lot in some fields.

Specializations in technology:














Network administration - Microsoft
Network administration - Cisco
Database administrator - Microsoft, Oracle
Web Designing
Business Applications - SAP, MS Project, etc
Developer (programming) - Java, C+, PHP, Visual Basic, Scripting etc
Integrated Business Application Software
Hardware Support
Application Support
Wireless Communications
Computer Engineering
Information and Communication Security
And many others more or less specialized

Specializations from a business perspective:












Customer Service
Project Manager
Service Manager
Helpdesk Manager
Director of Managed Services
Service Delivery Manager
Technical Support
Sales Support
Pre-Sales
Consultant
Etc

These are just a few that you can choose from. Each of those roles will overlap with many
others, e.g. practically everybody is in customer service, but you can argue that Sales Person
is not really a part of customer service, but I say they are.

6. Certifications:
Types of certifications
There are three general types of certification. Listed in order of development level and
portability, they are: corporate (internal), product-specific, and profession-wide.
Corporate, or internal certifications, are made by a corporation or low-stakes organization
for internal purposes. For example, a corporation might require a one-day training course for
all sales personnel, after which they receive a certificate. While this certificate has limited
portability - to other corporations, for example - it also is the simplest to develop.
Product-specific certifications are more involved, and are intended to be referenced to a
product across all applications. This approach is very prevalent in the information
technology (IT) industry, where personnel are certified on a version of software or hardware.
This type of certification is portable across locations (for example, different corporations
that use that software), but not across other products.
The most general type of certification is profession-wide. In order to apply professional
standards, increase the level of practice, and possibly protect the public (though this is also
the domain of licensure), a professional organization might establish a certification. This is
intended to be portable to all places a certificant might work. Of course, this generalization
increases the cost of such a program; the process to establish a legally defensible
assessment of an entire profession is very extensive. An example of this is a certified public
accountant, who would not be certified for just one corporation or one piece
of accountancy software but for general work in the profession.

Business related:

The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) also known as Infrastructure
Management Service (IMS) is a set of concepts and policies for managing information (IT)
infrastructure, development and operations.
ITIL gives a detailed description of a number of important IT practices with comprehensive
checklists, tasks and procedures that any IT organization can tailor to its needs. ITIL is
published in a series of books, each of which covers an IT management topic. The

names ITIL and IT Infrastructure Library are registered trademarks of the United
Kingdom's Office of Government Commerce (OGC).

Overview of the ITIL v3 library

Five key volumes comprise the ITIL v3, published in May 2007:
1. Service Strategy
2. Service Design
3. Service Transition
4. Service Operation
5. Continual Service Improvement

Technical: Software and/or Hardware

Microsoft Corporation
(NASDAQ: MSFT, HKEX: 4338) is a United States-based multinational computer technology
corporation that develops, manufactures, licenses, and supports a wide range of software
products for computing devices. Headquartered in Redmond, Washington, USA, its most
profitable products are the Microsoft Windows system and the Microsoft Office suite of
productivity software.
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) broadly refers to all Microsoft certifications. But it
can also refer to an individual who completes any exam within the program (subject to some
exclusion).
The MCP program offers multiple certifications, based on different areas of technical
expertise. To attain these certifications, a candidate must pass a series of exams within the
program. The current generation of certifications are Microsoft Certified Technology
Specialist (MCTS), Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD), Microsoft Certified IT
Professional (MCITP), the Microsoft Certified Architect (MCA), Microsoft Certified Systems
Administrator (MCSA) and Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE).
Popular previous generation certifications (Previous generation certifications are still
supported) include Microsoft Certified System Engineer (MCSE), Microsoft Certified Solution
Developer (MCSD) and Microsoft Certified Database Administrator (MCDBA).

Some employers require or prefer certain MCP certifications for specific jobs that involve
Microsoft products and technologies. Other vendors have their own certification programs
such as the Sun Certified Professional program, the Red Hat Certification Program,
the Oracle Certification Program, the Cisco Career Certifications program, the Professional
program and the Apple Certification Program.

Latest MCP Certifications

Microsoft has released a new three-tiered certification hierarchy. It consists of three series
and four credentials that introduce an entry-level Technology Series composed of the
"Technology Specialist" credential, a Professional Series composed of the "IT Professional"
and "Professional Developer" credentials, and the Master Series composed of the "Master"
credential. There also exists a new Architect Series composed of the "Microsoft Certified
Architect" program which consists of a Review Board interview.

Technology Series (MCTS)
The Technology Specialist certifications enable professionals to target specific technologies,
and are generally the first step toward the Professional-level certifications. There are
currently 20 MCTS certifications which can be roughly grouped into the following
specializations, each requiring certain examinations to be passed:





.NET Framework Specializations
SQL Server Specializations
Business Intelligence Specializations
Windows Specializations

Professional Series



Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD)
Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP)

The Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) credential is the leading certification for
Microsoft. It provides widely recognized, objective validation of your ability to perform
critical, current IT job roles by using Microsoft technologies to their best advantage.
These certifications are designed for IT professionals including administrators and support
personnel in addition to database specialists (both administrators and developers).











Business Intelligence Developer
Consumer Support Technician
Database Developer
Database Administrator
Enterprise Messaging Administrator
Enterprise Project Management with Microsoft Office Project Server 2007
Enterprise Support Technician
Server Administrator
Enterprise Administrator

Cisco:
Cisco Systems, Inc
. (NASDAQ: CSCO, SEHK: 4333) is a multinational corporation with more than 66,000
employees and annual revenue of US$39 billion as of 2008. Headquartered in San Jose,
California, it designs and sells networking and communications technology and services.

Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician

The lowest level of Cisco's certification is CCENT (Cisco Certified Entry Networking
Technician). CCENT covers basic networking knowledge. It is appropriate for entry-level
network support positions. CCENT certified people can install, manage, maintain &
troubleshoot a small enterprise network, including network security.

CCNA (Cisco Certified Network Associate)

The CCNA validates the ability to install, configure, operate, and troubleshoot enterprise
level router and switched networks. This includes design implementation and verification of
connections to remote sites in a WAN. New CCNA training includes basic mitigation of
security threats, introduction to wireless networking and Voice.

CCNA Cert Expires
CCNA is only valid for 3 years. To extend the expiration date:

re-take the CCNA or ICND2 exam, or take and pass an exam for one of the Professional (e.g.,
Professional certifications CCNP) or Specialist level certifications (excluding the sales
specialist exams), or pass the CCIE written exam.
CCDA (Cisco Certified Design Associate)

CCDA certified people can design switched or routed networks of LANs, WANs, and various
dial services.
A CCNA certification is not required to take the CCDA exam (640-863 DESGN), but Cisco
recommends being familiar with CCNA-level material, as well as BCMSN-level knowledge of
Cisco-based LANs.

CCNA Security

CCNA Security Certified people can develop a security infrastructure, recognize threats and
vulnerabilities to networks, and mitigate security threats.
It is appropriate for Network Security Specialists, Security Administrators, and Network
Security Support Engineers.
Skills include installation, troubleshooting and monitoring of network devices to maintain
integrity, confidentiality and availability of data and devices and develops competency in
"Cisco IOS Network Security"
This certification is earned by passing the 640-553 (Implementing Cisco IOS Network
Security, or IINS) exam;
The test costs $250.

CCNA Voice

The Cisco CCNA Voice certification confirms that you have the required skill set for
specialized job roles in voice technologies such as voice technologies administrator, voice
engineer, and voice manager. The CCNA Voice certification involves implementing Cisco IOS
Unified Communications. It validates skills in VoIP technologies such as IP PBX, IP telephony,
handset, call control, and voicemail solutions. Candidates also get exposure to the Cisco
Unified Communications architecture and design covering mobility, presence, and
TelePresence applications.
The CCNA Voice Certification enables employers to validate that their staff possess a strong
foundation in voice applications and infrastructure concepts; and are capable of performing

baseline installation, operating, and maintenance tasks on Cisco VoIP solutions, particularly
the Smart Business Communications System from 8-250 lines.

CCNA Wireless

CCNA Wireless recognizes the critical importance of professionals supporting wireless LANs
including Networking Associates/Administrators, Wireless Support Specialists and WLAN
project managers. The CCNA Wireless certification involves implementing Cisco Unified
Wireless Networking Essentials.
The CCNA Wireless Certification validates candidate's skills in the configuration,
implementation and support of wireless LANs, specifically those networks using Cisco
equipment. Students completing the recommended Cisco training are provided with
information and practice activities to prepare them for configuring, monitoring and
troubleshooting basic tasks of a Cisco WLAN in SMB and Enterprise networks. Employers will
be able to validate their staff have the skills needed for basic wireless networking on a Cisco
WLAN in SMB and enterprise networks after completing certification.

Hewlett-Packard Company
(NYSE: HPQ), commonly referred to as HP, is technology corporation headquartered in Palo
Alto, California, United States. HP has its United States offices at the former old Compaq
Campus in unincorporated Harris County, Texas, Latin America offices in Miami-Dade
County, Florida, U.S., Europe offices in Geneva, and Asia-Pacific offices in Singapore.[2] [3]
[4] HP is the largest technology company in the world and operates in nearly every country.
HP specializes in developing and manufacturing computing, storage, and networking
hardware, software and services. Major product lines include personal computing devices,
enterprise servers, related storage devices, as well as a diverse range of printers and other
imaging products. Other product lines, including electronic test equipment and systems,
medical electronic equipment, solid state components and instrumentation for chemical
analysis were spun off as Agilent Technologies in 1999.
HP markets its products to households, small to medium size businesses and enterprises
both directly, via online distribution, consumer-electronics and office-supply retailers,
software partners and major technology vendors.

HP Certified Professionals

Hewlett-Packard's Certified Professional (HP-CP) program was developed to confirm the
technical skills, sales competencies and knowledge that is required to propose and deploy,

service and support technology and solutions sold by HP. HP-CP is intended for customers,
resellers, and HP employees.

Dell, Inc.
(NASDAQ: DELL, HKEX: 4331), is a multinational technology corporation that develops,
manufactures, sells, and supports personal computers and other computer-related products.
Based in Round Rock, Texas, Dell employs more than 76,500 people worldwide as of 2009.
Dell sponsors the Dell Certified Systems Expert program with Associate and Master level

Oracle Corporation
(NASDAQ: ORCL) specializes in developing and marketing enterprise software products —
particularly database. Through organic growth and a number of high-profile acquisitions,
Oracle enlarged its share of the software market. By 2007 Oracle had the third-largest
software revenue, after Microsoft and IBM.[2]

The Oracle Certification Program is a professional certification program offered by
the Oracle Corporation. There are three levels of Oracle Certification in several
disciplines: Oracle Certified Associate (OCA), Oracle Certified Professional (OCP),
and Oracle Certified Master (OCM).

Plus many more vendor specific certifications. That's really a lot to choose from.

7. Possible paths.
There are of course a number of ways to get into IT. You can, of course, combine a few of
them. Let's discuss your options.

I.

You already have some knowledge and experience in IT:

Then why are you reading this? :-) Just kidding. You can follow the same steps as a
beginner, it will just be easier. Remember, you’re task now is to get a job, and complete a
course or get qualifications (although they help). FOCUS on your target: Getting that dream
IT job.

II.

You don't have any knowledge or experience except for what
you gained by everyday usage of computer (if you don't use a
computer daily, you probably don’t like computers, so why do
you want to get into IT?).

If you can devote 5-10 hours a week to study, you can get a job in a year. It might sound like
a lot of time, but believe me, there's a lot to learn. You can be lucky and get a job after 3
months, but you would need to be an expert in the Law of Attraction :-) - set yourself a
challenging, but realistic goal. 1 year seems to be a good estimate. It took me over 2 years to
get my first IT job, but it was because I did not have this eBook then :-)

Home study.

If you prefer to study alone, then this is a good option. There are a lot of resources on the
internet and a lot of books to choose from. Home study is the best option if you’re generally
a clever person, so you don’t want others to slow you down.

Online courses:

They are very often a good option. Make sure that you choose a course with a trial as even
the best course there might not have a method suitable for you - we all learn in different
ways. Some prefer videos, some audios and others prefer to read. You might want to have a
course with a lot of exercises or just a few, or you might want to do only mock tests with
answers. Have a go with all of them. Read reviews before buying anything - do a simple

Google search or Google Groups. People talk about everything, so there will be loads of
reviews. If you can't find anything about what you want to buy, maybe they are quite new.

You can get plenty of eBooks and teaching software for free by downloading them from
other people (torrents etc). Remember, though, that you might be breaking the law by using
some of those downloads.

Classroom courses:

They offer a great value, especially if you struggle with something, and there are a lot of two
weeks crash courses ending with specific certifications, which can be great if you prefer
classroom study, but they can be pricy. For example an MCSE course in UK costs some £4000
($6000), and although they often have all exam fees included, you have no chances of
passing them if you're a beginner. You need to study for a year minimum to pass MCSE or
equivalent (it took me 2.5 years - I was not in hurry, but I studied quite a lot). Many of those
courses offer a pass guarantee - I really cannot see how a complete rookie can learn all that
stuff in 2-4 weeks that takes a year of two for people with some knowledge and experience.
If are lucky to already have a job as a desktop support with some server exposure, you might
be able to do it in 6 months if you study really a lot, but realistically give yourself 2 years. 2-4
weeks is realistic for one Microsoft or Cisco exam, but not 5 or 7 of them.

Job guarantee.

Many schools will offer a job guarantee and the sales pitch will make you believe that they
can deliver this. Watch out for the small print - ask them for the details of that guarantee.
They cannot force someone to employ you, unless they pay them to keep you for a while, so
you'll be fired after 3 months, and here goes your warranty. You will still have to go to the
interview, and the employer needs to like you. Realistically, they might have some
connections to line you up for some interviews, but they cannot guarantee you a job (people
get fired every day - no guarantee at all).

Also, most probably the guarantee will state that you need to pass all or most of the exams,
which will take you some 6-12 months (or more), by which time you won't need them
anyway as you'll be able to get a job independently. All in all, you really need to be careful
before you hand someone your hard earned cash.

Books and mock exams.

There thousands of titles covering all possible IT subjects. The best strategy is to find a few
books on Amazon etc and read reviews. People often write very accurate descriptions of the
book and their experiences. Second option is to go a bookshop and spend a few hours with
the books you are planning to buy. Spending just 1 minute per book leads to a collection of
expensive books that we never read. Take your time and read each book for some 15-30
minutes, so you are sure that its structure and content presentation suits you. If you have
too much money, buy as many books as you can and take them home. And, of course, since
you have loads of money, don't forget to buy a few hundred eBooks from me (you can buy
the same title 100 times - I don't mind).

Vendor specific books, like those published by Microsoft and Cisco, are usually quite good
and contain the material you need for a given exam (BTW, there are some general books
that do not have any specific exam in mind, so pay attention to that). Often they will have a
CD with a trial version of the product and/or a mock exam, which is a great deal as the book
costs less than the exam alone if you wanted to buy it online.

There are some drawbacks to those books. They often dwell about details that are
impossible to remember unless you do it in real life 500 times, or the way they are written is
not the most appealing to many people, so do your research in advance.

Independent publications can be a good option. I quite like Exam Cram as their books are up
to the point and have "a friendly style". They are particularly good for people with some
knowledge and experience, who just want to prepare for the exam without reading all the
blah blah. They also come with a CD with a mock exam, and I've had some good experience
with them. There are also many other publications worth exploring, so take your time before
you commit your money.

Millions of people share their electronic books and mock exams online. Use torrent search
engines and download loads of stuff for free. My favourite torrent client is Micro Torrent
(uTorrent), and I search for torrents via www.TorrentScan.com. Remember that a lot of stuff
is copyrighted, so you might be breaking the law by downloading it. But all Microsoft eBooks
are legal to share (as far as I know) as they can be easily obtained from many sources.
Microsoft does not publish them on their site, but they come with every book.

8. Training courses.
In point 7 we have discussed a bit your options. Here are some courses that I think are worth
giving some consideration:

http://www.e-learningcenter.com/free.htm
http://www.vtc.com/index.php - loads of videos
http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/ - free, but beginner's level only

9. Free recourses.
There are vast recourses on the internet - use it. Before you commit your money, make sure
that you research the subject. Look for reviews, opinions, etc. If you can't find anything on
the Web, use Google groups - search there, sing up to groups and post questions.

Download eBooks and learning materials from other people. As you first task on your way to
career in IT, install uTorrent and DC++ and make them work. Share what you have with other
people, because the more you share, the more you have (that's a paradox, but it works
exactly like this).

Keywords to use while searching are:
-

Exam numbers
Vendor names (MS, Cisco)
Subject
Main content
Technologies

10.

Job hunting.

1. Register with as many agencies as you can online, but if you walk past a brick and mortar
office, drop in by all means.
2. Declare to the Universe (I’m dead serious here) that you already have that dream job,
describe it precisely and see how that makes you feel. Keep that feeling. Act as if you had
that job. Make all the changes in your home as if you had that job. Change your life's
routine. (If you think this is bollocks, think again - that's the quickest way to draw all the
people and resources to you). By doing this you reprogram your brain to look for things that
will help you. You brain must believe that you are in IT already, and by noticing
inconsistencies, it will figure out how to bring the “real” and imaginary worlds together. And
this is the quickest way known to humanity to achieve anything, so make sure that you
devote as much energy to this as to studying.
3. After applying for a job, follow up with a phone call. That increases your chances of
getting the interview, and improves your phone and people skills - very important in every
job.
4. Talk to as many people as you can about the job. Show them that you're serious, so that
they will remember you as a person who seriously wants that job, and therefore they will
remember about you when an opportunity shows up.
5. Never give up. If after sending 500 CV's, making 200 phone calls etc nothing happens,
keep going. Believe me, a lot has happened even though you can’t see it. Don't give up, and
you'll get it. If you feel like giving up, just have a rest and keep going.

Best agencies in UK:
-

http://www.monster.co.uk/ - most my leads were from this single website only
http://www.gumtree.com/ - surprisingly, a lot of good jobs goes here
http://www.jobsite.co.uk/
http://www.jobserve.co.uk/ - huge database, easy applying
http://www.hays.com/ - very good name in the industry
Linked In (although not a job agency, that’s how you “get inside” and a lot of jobs
are advertised here)
And many more, but the above worked best for me out of dozens I had registered
with

11.

CV.

The purpose of a CV is to get you an interview - nothing else. You need to convince the
reader that you're the right person. So, what is an employer looking for? A good employee.
You have 10 seconds to sell yourself in your CV, so it must be short, neat and with bullet
points.
It is recommended that you include a covering letter. Use it to draw attention to the most
important things in your CV, and state what value you would bring to the business. Still,
keep it brief.

Start your CV with a profile (who you are for the employer - a nurse, cleaner, accountant,
ballet dancer or hardware technician). If you have any experience with an IT job, put this
first. If you don't, first write about your education, emphasizing your IT education. List your
work experience listing what you did there. Points to remember:

-

-

-

Avoid writing what your responsibilities are/were. Write what you did/achieved.
Place dates in a non-prominent place (they don’t matter, and you don’t want to be
asked a lot of questions if the dates don’t add up or you worked for only a month)
Use action words: controlled, produced, achieved, managed, and negotiated.
Don't list hobbies, unless closely related to the job.
Use a serious email address like Name.Surname@Gmail.com, NOT
Little.Johnny345@sextoys.com
Don't include a photo, and don't write personal info with the biggest font possible keep everything proportional, and, best, don't put any personal info, unless
necessary (address and age should do – not a bank account or insurance number).
List your life achievements (you have had a lot of them - you just need to rack your
brain, remember them and stop being coy). Passing A levels with top grades is an
achievement as well as being given the lead role in a school play. Just list those
closely related to the job.
Have it proof-read by various professionals (friends, neighbours, etc).
Use a lot of numbers (very important), e.g.: 3 years, 2000 customers, 25 mln pounds,
45% improvement, 100 users, 20 countries, etc.
Don't be shy - sell yourself. Don't lie - just sprinkle many colours over it (on top of
sugar coating). Other do the same, so if you don't, you won't get the interview.
Send a CV to as many agencies and employers as you can. If you are applying for a
specific job, follow up with a phone call the next day (that's a must). If you can't be
bothered to call, you probably don't want that job so much. Always make the phone
call.

Example covering letter and CV:

12208 Lakenheath
London, N14 8RR
05/02/2012

Dear Sir or Madam,

As you will read on my CV, I have considerable 3rd and 2nd line server and
desktop support experience gained from commercial and educational
institutions, where I provided strong IT and administrative support to
various businesses and individuals, including director managers. In my
present job I ensure that our network is optimised for end user experience
by co-ordinating actions taken by external IT support companies, and also
by planning network growth. I also control stock levels, make purchases,
oversee new projects, train users, help solve client issues etc.
In my last job I managed the office network (email, terminal services,
updates, virus protection, backup, phone system, security, wireless access,
etc) and, at the same time, provided desktop support for over 60 employees.
My significant successes have included being given responsibility for all of IT
at the branch, development and implementation of a structured order
management system for a trading company, and improvement in retail
performance through applying market awareness to stock selection.
In further support of my application, I offer strong communication skills
(plenty of teaching experience and linguistic education), ambition with drive
to succeed, great enthusiasm as well as good organizational and planning
skills, all demonstrated through establishing good rapport with customers
and successful handling of a multitude of work responsibilities while
studying at the same time. I study a lot in my free time making up for any
lack of technical knowledge. I am looking for a challenging technical position
with opportunities to progress.

I am available on one month notice (expected salary 32-34k negotiable,
preferred location: central London).

Yours faithfully
Kamil Kendy

Kamil Kendy
Tel: mob. 0 77 888 77 888
E-mail: Kamil.Kendy@gmail.com
10238 Lakenheath, Westgate
London, N14 8RR

PROFILE
A Microsoft Certified Professional, with 6 years of experience in various Microsoft Server and desktop solutions,
rd
nd
currently completing MCSE certification (with 6 MCP’s) and seeking to develop 3 and 2 line skills in Microsoft
based networks as a support analyst, system administrator or customer facing IT consultant. Accustomed to
multitasking, combining dual responsibilities for IT network support and desktop support, also with successful record
in retail and B2B trading. A well organised team player, multilingual, articulate and ambitious.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS


Design and implementation of Network at English College / given responsibility for all of IT at the branch.


Improved network management and troubleshooting in a busy office network of 70 users and 50 servers



Exceeded team average of closed calls on a busy helpdesk in 2



Developed and implemented of a structured order management system using MS Excel for Trading Co.



Improved retail performance through applying market awareness to stock selection.

nd

month

KEY SKILLS


MCP / MCSE Windows 2000/2003 (Microsoft Certified System Engineer to be completed in March 2011)



Microsoft network and email systems design, installation and maintenance



Server hardware and software installation, management and troubleshooting



User Training



Commercial awareness, customer liaison and administration, dealing with conflict situations



Structured Language and IT Training

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR AND SUPPORT MANAGER
May 2007 – present
Office Management Services. – with several properties in London and UK, this highly successful business provides office
space together with the whole IT and communication infrastructure






nd

Managed and administered MS network, including liaison with external IT support company and ISP
Helped implement and administer SharePoint Server 2007
Provided support for both customers and staff
Planned purchases and network development
Controlled stock levels and payments
Improved customer issues procedures

rd

2 /3 LINE SERVER SUPPORT / DESKTOP SUPPORT
Jun. 2006 – Apr. 2007
RTS Active Ltd. - based in Central London this thriving company with over 70 employees provides complex application
platform (ABP) for insurance brokers in the whole UK, with more than 2500 users on board












Monitored, managed and troubleshot office network servers, and implemented new policies: AD, VPN,
permissions, emails, etc. (Exchange 2003, Windows Server 2003)
Managed clustered file servers, maintained server room (racking, patching, decommissioning, installing)
Configured Virtual Server and created Virtual Machines
Installed and managed Terminal Server (Windows 2000/2003)
Designed, managed and troubleshot backups (Symantec Veritas Backup)
Implemented asset management system, evaluated Windows Vista and Office 2007
Migrated and managed phone system based on Avaya / Alchemy
Implemented UPS system, Windows update server (WSUS) and Sophos Antivirus server
Provided desktop support to 65 employees
Provided bespoke application support for external customers
rd
Contacted 3 parties (ISPs, software and hardware providers) to obtain support or resolve issues

st

nd

1 /2 LINE IT SUPPORT – HELPDESK
Feb. 2006 – May 2006
Contact Ltd. - based in Canary Wharf this thriving company provides complex IT solutions and support to almost 400
businesses across London and England






Configured system/server policies, VPN, permissions, emails, groups etc. (Exchange 2003, Windows Server
2000/2003, Blackberry, routers) carried out backups and restores (Veritas Backup)
rd
nd
st
Provided 3 , 2 and 1 line support to customers in various companies via Remote Desktop, PC Anywhere,
VNC or “Go to Assist” (Citrix based) remote solution software (Outlook 2000/2003, IE, Windows etc.)
Provided support for business specific applications (Maximizer, Itris, Websure)
Made sure that the calls already logged are dealt with in quickest possible time
rd
Contacted 3 parties (ISPs, software providers) to obtain support for the clients

HEAD OF IT, ESOL TEACHER,
Feb. 2003 – Feb. 2006
Marion English College - with headquarters in central London and 2 branches, this school offers courses ranging from
ESOL and TESOL to MBA and ACCA




Designed and implemented the TCP/IP network structure for the branch, based on Windows 2000/2003 Server
(DNS/ DHCP/ DC/ WINS)
Designed and implemented network security through Active Directory and group policies, as well as
permissions, encryption, certificate authority, tunnelling, IPSec, Public Key Infrastructure)
Installed new hardware and software to servers and workstations (based on Windows XP and 2000) also using
images (ghosting) and unattended scripts

TRADE SPECIALIST, IT SUPPORT
Aug. 2001 – Nov. 2002
Patelec - Ltd. – an international company (part of Saiag Group) with branches in Italy, France and Poland, supplying
power cords (flexes) and both bare and enamelled copper wires to world-wide destinations and companies like Rowenta
or Electrolux, with over 250 employees in the Polish branch only




Supported 30 users in 5 offices (Windows 98) in a TCP/IP network, with AS/400 incorporated, and assisted the
administrator in daily tasks (hardware/ software installation, backups, connectivity)
Saved £2000 a month (losses resulting from mistakes) by devising and implementing orders control system for
over 20 business clients
Controlled production schedules and delivery deadlines (AS/400, Excel)

LECTURER, IT ASSISTANT
Higher School of Management– the largest university in town with 6 departments.



Organised and supervised exams for 300 students
st
Provided 1 line desktop support to staff and students, assisted in daily IT administration tasks

ASSISTANT MANAGER
Part-time and week-end role in family shoe business



Sep. 1999 – Jul. 2001

Jul. 1993 – Aug. 1998

Organised work of 4 employees and controlled weekly supplies
Achieved immediate increase in sales by 30% by revising stocks

EDUCATION & RELEVANT QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Microsoft Certified System Engineer
Diploma in General Computing
Master’s Degree – Linguistics
Licentiate – English Teacher
Technician – Mechanic (degree)

Seetec IT Training (Distance Learning)
Williams College (London)
City University
Foreign Language Teacher Training College
Vocational Apprenticeship

2004 – 2007
2003 – 2004
1999 – 2001
1996 – 1999
1991 – 1996



MCSE (to be completed in March 2008) – 6 exams passed:
https://mcp.microsoft.com/authenticate/validatemcp.aspx - Transcript ID: xxxxx, Access Code: Code



LANGUAGES:
Martian
Spanish

-

Native
Intermediate (communicative)



Driving licence (4 years)



Health and Safety / Fire Awareness certificates
th

Date of Birth: 20 April 1984 References:

Available on request

Now, that CV is a little bit too long – it has too much information, but I wanted to give you a lot of examples of
achievements, etc. You want to make your CV short (not too short), so that in half a minute the reader can know what
you represent professionally. The purpose of CV is to GET THE INTERVIEW, not present your life story. You can present
all the details during the interview.

Remember, that the agent gets hundreds of CV’s a day. He needs to choose the best in seconds. Why should he choose
yours? The same goes to the person inviting you to the interview. They have 5 CV’s to choose 1 or 2 people. Make sure
that they choose yours.

12.

Interview.

1. Be yourself. Don't say that you are someone else. Most people will see through your artificiality,
and even if you get the job, you'll quickly lose it with no chances for references.
2. Read about the employer in advance a little bit. Print out a few pages from their website and put
it on the table during the interview - makes a really good impression.
3. Sell yourself very well. Never undersell yourself, e.g. if asked in experience in a given area, don't
finish the sentences with "... but I did it only part time/it was only for a week etc". Instead, you can
say "I did it for over a week/it was almost a full time job" etc. Make sure that you use correct
vocabulary. Always bring your value up, not down. If you don't do it, someone else will get the job,
who is less qualified, but who can sell themselves. If the employer didn't think you were qualified
enough, they would not invite you to the interview.
4. Practice in advance with fiends, parents' friends, local businesses etc. Write a script down, and
read it many times.
5. Be friendly, establish a good relationship with everybody. Don't be afraid to ask them about their
hobbies if they mention it, but don't talk a lot about it - let them speak more, so they will appreciate
you more as a listener. No one likes talkers, i.e. people who talk a lot about themselves. But again,
sell yourself.
6. Treat the interviewers as business partners, not some kind of superiors or gods. Smile a lot.
7. Go to the interview with the end in mind. See yourself as already employed, not someone begging
for a job – nobody wants people who are desperate!!!

13.

Goals achieving:

These some of many techniques of goal achieving:

The Top 10 Steps to Set and Achieve Your Goals - Every Time!
by Dr. Philip E. Humbert
It’s been said that everyone has goals, whether we know it or not. We have goals to keep our
current job, or to get a different one. We have goals to save for the future, or to travel, take a
vacation, or purchase the things we need and want to make our lives more enjoyable. An important
distinction, however, is that top achievers are very intentional and focused on their goals, while
many of the rest of us are not.
Top achievers know that the wording, structure, timing and format of a goal can make it’s
achievement much easier – or far more difficult. Top achievers understand the basic skills for setting
and reaching their goals, every time! They know how to design goals that create success. Here are
the 10 most important steps to set and achieve your goals:
1. Reachable goals are SPECIFIC. Top achievers know that to reach their goals, the brain must know
exactly, precisely, what they are trying to accomplish. Never word a goal with vague terms like
“some” or “a little bit”, or “more”. Be specific! If you want to lose 8 pounds and reach a weight of
175, specify those exact numbers. If you want to save $200 this month, be exact. Your brain can help
you accomplish almost anything if it knows precisely what you are aiming for.
2. Reachable goals are SIMPLE. Many people describe their goals in complex terms of retiring on the
beach in Hawaii, with nice cars and lots of money, and…. Their list goes on and on. Any ONE of those
things is a great goal, but the combination becomes over whelming and the brain gets confused. If
you want to retire in Hawaii, just say so! If you want to increase your sales by 10% this month, say
so! Keep your goals simple, clear, and focused.
3. Reachable goals are SIGNIFICANT. No one can muster the enthusiasm, hard work and courage to
reach a goal they don’t really care about. A reachable goal is one you really, really, REALLY want! It’s
something that will change your life, enhance your health or wealth, and make you proud. It gets
your juices flowing, gets you up in the morning, and keeps you going all day long, because it is
important! Set goals that are worth achieving!
4. Reachable goals are STRATEGIC. High achievers know that the best goals accomplish many great
outcomes, all at one time. Running a 10K race will almost certainly: 1) feel great! 2) help you lose
weight. 3) lower your cholesterol level 4) strengthen your heart 5) lower you risk of heart disease 6)
increase your energy and stamina, and 7) improve your outlook. Design your goals to strategically
impact as many areas of your life as possible. You’ll have more reasons to reach your goal and more
excitement when you do!

5. Reachable goals are MEASURABLE. A goal without a measurable outcome is just a pipe-dream.
You can’t achieve a pound of “happiness” or 6 inches of “self-esteem”, but you CAN get a new job.
You CAN run a mile in under 7 minutes, or do 100 sit-ups. Someone has wisely observed that, “What
gets measured, gets done.” Define your goals in terms of height, weight, dollars, inches, or hours.
Then measure your progress until you achieve your desired outcome.
6. Reachable goals are RATIONAL. To reach your goal, you will need a plan, a path, and a vehicle for
getting there. Your goals must make sense! When you explain them to friends and family, your goals
should create excitement, draw support, and encouragement. Your goals should be just out of reach,
but not out of sight! You want to stretch to be your best, not strain after impossible dreams. Set
goals you CAN and WILL achieve!
7. Reachable goals are TANGIBLE. Choose goals that you can see, hear, smell or touch. Go for things
you will enjoy and that you can clearly visualize. The brain has hard time going for “financial
security”, but it can visualize a bank statement with nice, large numbers on it! Define your goals in
terms that excite the senses, then go for it with all your heart!
8. Reachable goals are WRITTEN. High achievers always know precisely what they want, because
they’ve written it down. Often, they write a short description of their goals every single morning, as
a personal reminder of their priorities and their objectives. The act of writing your goals down vastly
increases your chance of success. Write it down! Then, keep your notes where you can see and read
them every day.
9. Reachable goals are SHARED. We are far more likely to stick to our plan and reach our goals if we
know our friends and family support us. Being part of a team increases our determination, our
stamina, and our courage. Caution: Never share your goals with anyone who may ridicule, tease or
discourage you! The world is full of doubters and you have no time for them. But, find a support
team, a group of cheerleaders, and a coach who will encourage you every step of the way. High
achievers count on and work with other winners!
10. Reachable goals are CONSISTENT WITH YOUR VALUES. One of the biggest reasons people fail to
achieve their goals is that they have conflict between their behaviour and their values. However,
when your values and your goals are in agreement, there is no stopping you! Clarify your values first,
then set simple, specific, measurable, tangible, written goals that are consistent with those values.
You will achieve them, every single time!
Written by Dr. Philip E. Humbert, writer, speaker and success coach. Dr. Humbert has over 300 free
articles, tools and resources for your success, including a great newsletter! It's all on his website at:
http://www.philiphumbert.com

10 Ways to Achieve your Goals Quicker
Found through Be Excellent Blog, recently ThinkTQ.com announced the results of 2005 Goals Study.
They considered 10 important key actions that once taken will make you closer to the goal. They also
compiled how often and well people take these action items. The key actions are pretty neat. The
results are shocking:
Make all your dreams real by first identifying and then focusing on specific, tangible targets for what
you want.
Maintain at least one clearly defined goal for every major interest and role in your life.
Set your goals so they are directly aligned with your life’s mission, purpose and passion.
Create goals high enough to ignite your spirit and inspire you to take action.
Write down all your goals in specific, measurable detail.
Absolutely, unconditionally commit to hitting each of your targets.
Share your goals with others for mutual accomplishment.
Set a whole series of related daily, weekly and long-term goals, complete with starting times and
completion dates.
Take 10 minutes every day to imagine how terrific it will feel when your goals are actually realized.
Take an action step toward the attainment of at least one goal every day.
In their sample size of 32,896 users who took the survey, the results are not promising. Only a
maximum of 33% users consistently take the action item. Maybe most of them do not know how to
achieve their goals, or they never plan their goals. Without a way to walk closer to your goal, you will
only be dreaming about the achievement. You have to be a dreamer as well as a doer to taste the
achievement in reality.

Personal Goal Setting
Find Direction. Live Your Life Your Way.

Goal setting is a powerful process for thinking about your ideal future, and for motivating yourself to
turn this vision of the future into reality.
The process of setting goals helps you choose where you want to go in life. By knowing precisely
what you want to achieve, you know where you have to concentrate your efforts. You'll also quickly
spot the distractions that would otherwise lure you from your course.
More than this, properly-set goals can be incredibly motivating, and as you get into the habit of
setting and achieving goals, you'll find that your self-confidence builds fast.
Achieving More With Focus
Goal setting techniques are used by top-level athletes, successful business-people and achievers in
all fields. They give you long-term vision and short-term motivation. They focus your acquisition of
knowledge and help you to organize your time and your resources so that you can make the very
most of your life.
By setting sharp, clearly defined goals, you can measure and take pride in the achievement of those
goals. You can see forward progress in what might previously have seemed a long pointless grind. By
setting goals, you will also raise your self-confidence, as you recognize your ability and competence
in achieving the goals that you have set.
Starting to Set Personal Goals
Goals are set on a number of different levels: First you create your "big picture" of what you want to
do with your life, and decide what large-scale goals you want to achieve. Second, you break these
down into the smaller and smaller targets that you must hit so that you reach your lifetime goals.
Finally, once you have your plan, you start working to achieve it.
We start this process with your Lifetime Goals, and work down to the things you can do today to
start moving towards them.
Your Lifetime Goals
The first step in setting personal goals is to consider what you want to achieve in your lifetime (or by
a time at least, say, 10 years in the future) as setting Lifetime Goals gives you the overall perspective
that shapes all other aspects of your decision making.
To give a broad, balanced coverage of all important areas in your life, try to set goals in some of
these categories (or in categories of your own, where these are important to you):
Artistic:
Do you want to achieve any artistic goals? If so, what?

Attitude:
Is any part of your mindset holding you back? Is there any part of the way that you behave that
upsets you? If so, set a goal to improve your behaviour or find a solution to the problem.
Career:
What level do you want to reach in your career?
Education:
Is there any knowledge you want to acquire in particular? What information and skills will you need
to achieve other goals?
Family:
Do you want to be a parent? If so, how are you going to be a good parent?
Financial:
How much do you want to earn by what stage?
Physical:
Are there any athletic goals you want to achieve, or do you want good health deep into old age?
What steps are you going to take to achieve this?
Pleasure:
How do you want to enjoy yourself? - You should ensure that some of your life is for you!
Public Service:
Do you want to make the world a better place? If so, how?

Spend some time brainstorming (explore brainstorming here) these, and then select one goal in each
category that best reflects what you want to do. Then consider trimming again so that you have a
small number of really significant goals on which you can focus.
As you do this, make sure that the goals that you have set are ones that you genuinely want to
achieve, not ones that your parents, family, or employers might want (if you have a partner, you
probably want to consider what he or she wants, however make sure you also remain true to
yourself!)

Starting to Achieve Your Lifetime Goals

Once you have set your lifetime goals, set a 25 year plan of smaller goals that you should complete if
you are to reach your lifetime plan. Then set a 5 year plan, 1 year plan, 6 month plan, and 1 month
plan of progressively smaller goals that you should reach to achieve your lifetime goals. Each of
these should be based on the previous plan.

Then create a daily to-do list (investigate to-do lists here) of things that you should do today to work
towards your lifetime goals. At an early stage these goals may be to read books and gather
information on the achievement of your goals. This will help you to improve the quality and realism
of your goal setting.
Finally review your plans, and make sure that they fit the way in which you want to live your life.

Staying on Course

Once you have decided your first set of plans, keep the process going by reviewing and updating
your to-do list on a daily basis. Periodically review the longer term plans, and modify them to reflect
your changing priorities and experience.

Goal Setting Tips

The following broad guidelines will help you to set effective goals:
State each goal as a positive statement: Express your goals positively – 'Execute this technique well'
is a much better goal than 'Don't make this stupid mistake.'
Be precise: Set a precise goal, putting in dates, times and amounts so that you can measure
achievement. If you do this, you will know exactly when you have achieved the goal, and can take
complete satisfaction from having achieved it.
Set priorities: When you have several goals, give each a priority. This helps you to avoid feeling
overwhelmed by too many goals, and helps to direct your attention to the most important ones.
Write goals down: This crystallizes them and gives them more force.
Keep operational goals small: Keep the low-level goals you are working towards small and
achievable. If a goal is too large, then it can seem that you are not making progress towards it.
Keeping goals small and incremental gives more opportunities for reward. Derive today's goals from
larger ones.
Set performance goals, not outcome goals: You should take care to set goals over which you have as
much control as possible. There is nothing more dispiriting than failing to achieve a personal goal for
reasons beyond your control. In business, these could be bad business environments or unexpected
effects of government policy. In sport, for example, these reasons could include poor judging, bad
weather, injury, or just plain bad luck. If you base your goals on personal performance, then you can
keep control over the achievement of your goals and draw satisfaction from them.

Set realistic goals: It is important to set goals that you can achieve. All sorts of people (employers,
parents, media, society) can set unrealistic goals for you. They will often do this in ignorance of your
own desires and ambitions. Alternatively you may set goals that are too high, because you may not
appreciate either the obstacles in the way or understand quite how much skill you need to develop
to achieve a particular level of performance.

SMART Goals:
A useful way of making goals more powerful is to use the SMART
mnemonic. While there are plenty of variants, SMART usually stands for:
S Specific
M Measurable
A Attainable
R Relevant
T Time-bound
For example, instead of having “to sail around the world” as a goal, it is
more powerful to say “To have completed my trip around the world by
December 31, 2015.” Obviously, this will only
be attainable
if a lot of preparation has been completed beforehand!
Gain a deeper understanding of SMART goal setting in our in our next
article entitled 'Locke's Goal Setting Theory'.

Achieving Goals

When you have achieved a goal, take the time to enjoy the satisfaction of having done so. Absorb
the implications of the goal achievement, and observe the progress you have made towards other
goals. If the goal was a significant one, reward yourself appropriately. All of this helps you build the
self-confidence (build self-confidence here) you deserve!
With the experience of having achieved this goal, review the rest of your goal plans:
If you achieved the goal too easily, make your next goals harder.
If the goal took a dispiriting length of time to achieve, make the next goals a little easier.
If you learned something that would lead you to change other goals, do so.
If you noticed a deficit in your skills despite achieving the goal, decide whether to set goals to fix this.

Failure to meet goals does not matter much, as long as you learn from it. Feed lessons learned back
into your goal setting program.
Remember too that your goals will change as time goes on. Adjust them regularly to reflect growth
in your knowledge and experience, and if goals do not hold any attraction any longer, then let them
go.

Key Points

-

Goal setting is an important method of:
Deciding what is important for you to achieve in your life.
Separating what is important from what is irrelevant, or a distraction.
Motivating yourself.
Building your self-confidence, based on successful achievement of goals.
If you don't already set goals, do so, starting now. As you make this technique part of your
life, you'll find your career accelerating, and you'll wonder how you did without it!
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How to keep your job.

This can be easy or difficult depending on the business you work for and your attitude. Here's what
you need to bear in mind:

1. Always invest in your personal development - technical courses and personal growth.
2. Learn to detach yourself emotionally from all criticism - that's the main reason why people fail.
Instead of responding in the most productive way, they go into defence and play the blame game.
Instead complaining or blaming, suggest a corrective action, ask for the other person's opinion.
Never attack anyone or defend yourself, unless you are asked to justify your actions. But again,
detach emotions from it.
3. Always do more then it's expected from you.
4. Ask for feedback as often as possible - write it down.
5. Ask your boss regularly what you can do to get a pay rise.
6. Don't express your personal opinions with strong emotions. People will not want to discuss any
issues with such a person, and will not give a feedback. Then you’ll find yourself with a job and
without explanation.
7. Be friendly.
8. Don't send any funny emails to people from other teams, unless you have a very close relationship
with them. Best, don't send anything at all, unless business related.
9. Acknowledge other people for what they do, but don't lick anybody's ... bum.
10. Stay focused, but not scared. You will make loads of mistakes - learn from them.
11. Remember that you are not only a technical person, but also income generator. Make sure that
you don't do more for the customer than the contract says. Help a bit more, if it's a small thing, but
inform the customer that normally it would be charged.
12. Read this list again every day.

Now go and get that job. Do visualisations twice daily. If you feel down, that's ok - we all do every
now and then. Don't think that someone has a better life than you, because they have something
you don't - it's an illusion. Very wealthy people also have health or family issues – they just don’t
need to worry about the bills. Enjoy your journey.

Kamil

